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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. CONCLUSION 

After analyzing the novel, the writer went to the conclusions as follows :  

1. Racial Discrimination were occured many situations in Northup’s life 

as described in 12 Years A Slave novel from the way they treated the 

black people as if they were not human that have the same right.  

2. The slaves also fight for their right by doing resistances. As resistance 

was done to get a better life, in the end Northup finally became a free 

man and he can gather with his family. Resistances were done by the 

slaves in many some ways such as actions ans also statements.   

3. Racial Discrimination leads to human destruction, one of them is 

slavery as described in 12 Years A Slave. Slavery has brought the dark 

shroud of humanity as been described in 12 Years A Slave novel. It is 

forbidden for the slaves to communicate while working. The only one 

thing is permitted to do, is working.   

 

B. SUGGESTION 

       There are several suggestions that the writer could give to the readers 

related to racial discrimination issues, they are :  
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1. Racial discrimination is not a simple thing. It causes human 

desctruction. It doesnt appreciate human as God creature that have 

right to live safely. So, we must prevent any kind of racial 

discrimination. Whether it happens individually or in group.  

2. For those who have been victims or experienced racial discrimination 

you should not give up easily and never keep the past thing to do any 

revenge. Never let the racial discrimination ruin mind, confidence, 

personality and who we  really are as human beings..  

3. Racial discrimination is a very important issue that needs to be taken 

seriously and also as a reminder to people all over the world ; the 

importance to educate children in their early age so that they dont see 

or appreciate someone just because of their physical appereance. That 

the difference among them is not a reason to be separated but to be 

united instead.  

4. Indonesia, as a multi-cultural country, where we come from different 

religions and also tribes and prmote tolerance so that we.can help 

avoiding and terminating the destructive effects of racial 

discrimination.   

 


